“Meteor” was top star amongst 35 yachts, ranging from 23 to 88
metres. A new rating system thrilled the participants and sponsors.
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REACHING FOR THE
BUCKET IN ST. BARTHS
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Owner at the helm: Tom Perkins’ “Maltese Falcon” (left) close-hauled in
the lee of the subsequent winner over all, the Huisman schooner “Meteor”.
The schooner “Windrose” (top) started with the “Grand Dames des Mers".
“Saudade” (above), the new Wally, looking for height upwind of the rocks.
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Fast class: the new lightweight 38 m Perini Navi day sailer “P2” (left) has a
seemingly endless bow. She was almost able to meet major expectations right
off by coming second. The Dubois-Fitzroy 39 m “Ganesha” (top) won among the
racers, and Alloy Yachts’ 41 m “Destination Fox Harb’r” (above) took third place.
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